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and Mesopotamia, before the end of 1917, Yet in the former
theatre, as elsewhere, the year opened gloomily. What was
now officially known as the Egyptian Expeditionary Force
(or E.E.F.) under Murray, after having successfully cleared
the Sinai Peninsula, was ordered to continue its 'offensive
into Palestine. On the very frontier it came up against
a strongly posted enemy force on the line from Gaza to
Beersheba. Gaza, at the western end of it, was attacked
on March a6th ; our cavalry passed round to the north and
east of the town to hold off hostile reinforcements while the
infantry attacked from the south. The battle orders laid down
that because of the risk of shortage of water and supplies the
operation must be abandoned as a failure if Gaza were not in
our hands in twenty-four hours. At the end of that time,
in fact, the battle had virtually been won; our cavalry had
carried out their mission and cut off the Turkish retreat, and
our infantry were pressing the garrison in the town so hard
that they were on the point of surrender. But the situation
was misunderstood at E.E.F. headquarters, and as Gaza was
not actually in our hands and enemy reinforcements were
reported approaching, the battle was broken off as a failure and
all our hard-won positions were yielded up. Not till mid-April
were wre ready to renew the attack ; the Turks had made
excellent use of the respite allowed them, and Gaza was now too
strongly fortified to be captured by a direct attack with the
small amount of artillery and ammunition at Murray's disposal
and with numbers little superior to those of the defenders. The
assailants suffered severely and made no impression at all on
the hostile lines. But a timely diversion had meantime been
caused further to the south in the Hedjaz by an Arab revolt
against the Turks. After some showy early successes, it was
on the point of dying away into futility from lack of thrust and
staying power, when it was revived by the magnetic leadership
of Lawrence, a young Eastern archaeologist turned soldier,
whose native wit, allied to a deep if unorthodox study of war,
made him one of the greatest guerilla chiefs of history. It
was mainly thanks to him that the Arab revolt was kept alive
as a running sore in the side of Turkey, through which there
continually drained to waste so high a proportion of her already
inadequate military resources that in June, when Murray was
replaced in command of the E.E.F. by Allenby from France,
there were actually fewer Turks facing him than were held fast
by Lawrence's Arabs, guarding the Hedjaz railway and besieged
in Medina.
The new chief of the E.E.F., who had come to the East
with no very high military reputation, soon made one for

